
The freight industry is critical to NSW, contributing $66 billion to our 
state economy each year.
The NSW freight task is projected to grow by 28 per cent between now and 2036. More productive and 
efficient road freight transport options need to be adopted in order to best meet the growing freight task.

These include more productive  and safer vehicles known as higher productivity vehicles. 
These vehicles deliver the following benefits to the community:

  Less truck movements =  
safer roads

Higher productivity vehicles can complete a freight 
task in fewer trips than the general access vehicle 
counterpart. This means the community will benefit 
from reduced congestion; improved travel times; 
safer roads and a better driver experience.

  Reduced wear and tear on the road = 
less maintenance

Fewer trips per task leads to less wear and reduced 
impact on local infrastructure which means lower 
maintenance budgets. 

  Lower emissions = better environmental 
performance and cleaner air

Less trucks on the road network equates to less 
noise and air pollution. Most modern fleets use 
Euro 5 standard compliant engines which meet the 
latest emission standards.

  Increased freight to local 
communities = savings for everyone

Transportation costs can account for 30 per cent of 
the final cost of the goods you buy. Improved freight 
efficiency means that you get products from farm 
gate to your plate quicker and cheaper.
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Emissions 
Lower emissions = better environmental performance and cleaner air

Road wear 
Reduced wear and tear on the road = less maintenance

19m Semi Trailer

Length Up to 19m

Tare 18.96 t
Payload 24.04 t

Overall  43 t

26m B-Double GML

Length Up to 26m

Tare 24.16 t
Payload 38.84 t

Overall  63 t

26m B-Double HML

Length Up to 26m

Tare 24.16 t
Payload 44.34 t

Overall  68.5 t

26m A-Double GML

Length Up to 26m

Tare 26.08 t
Payload 53.42 t

Overall  79.5 t

Vehicle trips for 
the task:  16.6 million 10.3 million trips 9 million trips 7.5 million trips

Amount of  
particulates  
emitted for  
the task: 

582.2  
tonnes 

Pavement wear for task:  

82.1 million 
equivalent standard  
axle kms

General Access Vehicle 

These vehicles can travel 
on any road unless sign 

posted otherwise.

Restricted Access Vehicle – B-Double 

Instruments for access may be Class 2 Notice,  
Class 2 Permit in conjunction the with  

Interactive Network Maps.

*  0.5 tonne concession has been applied. There has been no allowance made for road friendly suspension or other. The ESA calculation recognises the total allowable masses per axle. Where applicable, it is assumed the vehicle meets the requirements for an eligible Complying Steer Axle vehicle. Masses are approximate and depend on the vehicle combination being used for the task 
being carried out, primarily the tare, and payload masses. The Engine Emission Specification used is that of a current Euro 5 engine. It has been assumed that the 19m semi is a 500hp or 373kW; 26m B-double a 550hp or 410kW; and all other vehicles use the 600hp or 447kW engine. It is assumed the vehicle trip is able to conduct a 250km journey at an average speed of 80km/h. The 
engine load is 100% for whole of the trip. Figures shown are an estimate of different emissions based on the transient testing emission standards

Performance Based Standards (PBS) Vehicles 

Instruments for access are PBS vehicle approval, PBS Access Permit  
and applicable Interactive Network Map. 

  Unlocking local growth

Heavy vehicle comparison
How prescriptive vehicles compare to 
higher productivity combinations*

Higher productivity vehicles are vehicle combinations 
with the ability to move freight more efficiently than 
their current general access vehicle counterpart. 

They include B-doubles, A-doubles, Performance Based 
Standards (PBS) vehicles, road trains and other restricted 
access vehicles including those operating at Higher 
Mass Limits (HML). 

A comparative analysis of different vehicle combinations 
that could be used to transport freight across NSW has 
been carried out.

Comparative trips 
for task: 

16.6 million

186.1  
tonnes less

32%
Reduction

17.4 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

14%
Reduction

235.2  
tonnes less

40%
Reduction

3.2 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

4%
Reduction

268.2  
tonnes less

46%
Reduction

18.7 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

19%
Reduction

Movements to conduct task  
Less truck movements = reduced congestion and safer roads

6.3 million  
less trips

38%
Reduction 7.6 million  

less trips

46%
Reduction 9.2 million  

less trips

55%
Reduction

396t

70.6M

346.9t

78.9M

314.0t

66.8M



30m A-Double GML

Length Up to 30m

Tare 27.9 t
Payload 51.6 t

Overall  79.5 t

30m A-Double HML

Length Up to 30m

Tare 27.9 t
Payload 57.1 t

Overall  85 t

35m Modular B-Triple HML

Length Up to 35m

Tare 30.65 t
Payload 60.35 t

Overall  91 t

36.5m A-B Triple HML

Length Up to 36.5m

Tare 35.5 t
Payload 72.5 t

Overall  108 t

7.8 million trips 7.0 million trips 6.6 million trips 5.5 million trips

*  0.5 tonne concession has been applied. There has been no allowance made for road friendly suspension or other. The ESA calculation recognises the total allowable masses per axle. Where applicable, it is assumed the vehicle meets the requirements for an eligible Complying Steer Axle vehicle. Masses are approximate and depend on the vehicle combination being used for the task 
being carried out, primarily the tare, and payload masses. The Engine Emission Specification used is that of a current Euro 5 engine. It has been assumed that the 19m semi is a 500hp or 373kW; 26m B-double a 550hp or 410kW; and all other vehicles use the 600hp or 447kW engine. It is assumed the vehicle trip is able to conduct a 250km journey at an average speed of 80km/h. The 
engine load is 100% for whole of the trip. Figures shown are an estimate of different emissions based on the transient testing emission standards

Performance Based Standards (PBS) Vehicles 

Instruments for access are PBS vehicle approval, PBS Access Permit  
and applicable Interactive Network Map. 

Restricted Access Vehicle Road Train

Instruments for access may be Class 2 Notices 
and Class 2 Permits in conjunction with 

the Interactive Network Maps.

  Unlocking local growth

This analysis compares volume, maintenance and emissions 
of different vehicles. For the purpose of this analysis the 
calculations are based on 400 million tonnes of road freight 
across NSW, as projected to be the task in 2036. 

The case study demonstrates that higher productivity 
vehicles result in less vehicle trips for the same task, 
reduce congestion, deliver less wear and tear to the road 
and reduce emissions.

Enhanced safety features and fleet modernisation also 
provide an immediate advantage towards reducing our 
road toll and protecting the lives of all road users. 

Higher productivity vehicles are an opportunity to enable 
improved road safety outcomes and achieve productivity 
gains at a lesser cost.

257.4 
tonnes less

44%
Reduction

17.9 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

16%
Reduction

304.3  
tonnes less

52%
Reduction

9.8 million 
equivalent  
standard  
axle kms less

12%
Reduction

350.8  
tonnes less

60%
Reduction

9.1 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

11%
Reduction

288.6  
tonnes less

50%
Reduction

8.6 million 
equivalent  
standard axle  
kms less

10%
Reduction

8.9 million  
less trips

53%
Reduction 9.6 million  

less trips

58%
Reduction 10.0 million  

less trips

60%
Reduction 11.1 million  

less trips

67%
Reduction

324.8t

69.1M

293.5t

73.5M

277.9t

72.3M

231.3t

73.0M



Privacy Roads and Maritime Services (“RMS”) is subject to the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998(“PPIP Act”) which requires that we 
comply with the Information Privacy Principles set out in the PPIP Act. All information in correspondence is collected for the sole purpose of assisting in 
the delivery this project. The information received, including names and addresses of respondents, may be published in subsequent documents unless a 
clear indication is given in the correspondence that all or part of that information is not to be published. Otherwise RMS will only disclose your personal 
information, without your consent, if authorised by the law. Your personal information will be held by RMS at 27 Argyle Street, Parramatta NSW 2150. 
You have the right to access and correct the information if you believe that it is incorrect. 
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Unlocking the whole network 
Local councils are a crucial partner in meeting the 
freight task for NSW and can facilitate safer and more 
productive freight transport for their community. 
As road manager, local council is responsible for 
approving access on council managed roads for 
higher productivity vehicles.

This access can be delivered through:

• approving roads under notices

• pre-approving roads for access via permit

• approving permits on a case by case basis

• approving roads under access 
productivity schemes. 

These instruments facilitate the legal access of 
higher productivity vehicles and their movement 
across the road freight network.

Routes available to higher productivity vehicles under 
notice can be accessed in the Restricted Access Vehicle 
network maps: www.rms.nsw.gov.au/ravmaps. 

Transport for NSW is 
Focused on Freight and 
wants you to get involved
Transport for NSW is working to improve understanding 
and awareness of higher productivity vehicles and how 
they can help meet the growing road freight task. 

To find out more visit our Focus on Freight website:  
www.rms.nsw.gov.au/focusonfreight or email 
roadfreight@rms.nsw.gov.au so that we can answer 
your questions. 

Receive regular updates
To receive regular updates on road freight matters, 
please subscribe to our mailing list by emailing 
roadfreight@rms.nsw.gov.au. 

Reduced
congestion

Safer
roads

Less
maintenance

Less wear and tear
on the roads

Lower
emissions

Contact us
If you have any questions or would like 
more information on the Focus on Freight 
project please contact the project team on: 

 roadfreight@rms.nsw.gov.au

 rms.nsw.gov.au/focusonfreight

 If you need help understanding this 
information, please contact the 
Translating and Interpreting Service 
on 131 450 and ask them to call us 
on 13 22 13.
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